Presently in the United States there is concern that the country's economic performance is slipping, especially relative to international competition such as Japan. This is in a way surprising since US organizations have had the benefit of being able to draw on a large body of organizational theory and research generated in US universities. However, US academic work on the topic of organization structure has become affiliated of late by an outbreak of irrationality. The topic area is now subject to several very different theoretical views which fragment the field and these are accompanied by a lack of cumulation in research. As a result there is now no unified, coherent view of organizations which can be offered to students or to managers to guide their endeavours. Moreover, organizations themselves are frequently depicted in contemporary US organization theory as irrational, and in a manner which is quite cynical. Similarly, managers are widely depicted in contemporary US academic writings in a negative light, as resisting change, as playing politics, or as selfaggrandizers. Thus, instead of being able to help US organizations in their current plight, the US academic organization theory scene is in disarray and is more likely to repel managers than to aid them (p. 1).
Let us unpick these premises carefully. Popular concern about economic performance in the United States is a datum. The existence of this datum is surprising, because the United States generates a considerable amount of organisation theory and research. However, when we look carefully at the datum it is less surprising. The reason, claims Professor Donaldson, is because much of this research is marked by irrationality and cynicism. Managers are represented negatively, as resisting change, as playing politics, and as selfaggrandising. Hence, United States organisation theory is of less help to United States managers than it should be. It could be improved in two ways: first, if it were not incoherent and irrational between the various 'paradigms', second, if the subject of its representations, managers, were depicted as people who do not play politics, who do not resist change, and who do not selfaggrandise.
Two things follow from this introduction. First, is the representation that Professor Donaldson provides of United States organisation theory correct? That is, does this theory comprise mutually incoherent paradigms? Within the conventions of interpretation of one-dimensionally accentuated representations one may have little difficulty in recognising the first caricature. Provided the licence that one must give to caricature, elements of it are not incorrect.
Second, is what this United States organisation theory makes of the subject 'managers' correct? To say that it is not correct would be to agree with Professor Donaldson that managers are not irrational, do not resist change, do not play politics, and are not self-aggrandising, and it is incorrect to represent them this way. This is far more difficult to accept. To accept it depends on a great deal: what one means by politics, by resistance, and by self-aggrandisement, for instance. These terms cannot be settled without reference to some meta-analysis, theoretically conceived, that first fixes the meaning of these terms. Hence, it is possible to argue that Professor Donaldson's positive representation of managers is somewhat sharper than it should be, with a view to well-grounded empirical study in areas such as the law, sociology, organisation theory and press coverage of business affairs.
From the initial error follow others. First, Professor Donaldson's steadfast belief in a normative view of managers and organisations generated from within one meta-theoretical discourse only, that of Structural Contingency Theory. Second, to then apply this theory as an evaluative and explicitly moral yardstick to other meta-theoretical discourses, or as Professor Donaldson would have it, 'paradigms'.
I have laid out these foundations for the review with what I trust is both clarity and care for the argument of the book. Having done so, it is my contention that the appropriate level at which to review this book is less as a serious contribution to organisation theory, which it undoubtedly is, and more as a contribution from moral philosophy. The project is unashamedly moral and announces itself as such. Seen from this perspective the author is somewhat like those eighteenth century philosophers of the Enlightenment who, despairing of their present world and its calumnies, vices and irrationalities, set out on a literary voyage of discovery, seeking other, better, possible worlds. One in particular comes to mind: Candide's Dr Pangloss.
It is my contention that Dr Donaldson is engaged in a similar enterprise to the literary Dr Pangloss, and that, perhaps unwittingly, he reproduces some of the traits of those times that Candide captured. Dr Pangloss was a satire on certain thinkers of the Enlightenment. One of these illustrious thinkers was the Comte Henri de St Simon, self-appointed spokesperson for the industrialists of his day, founder of Positive Philosophy and the inventor of positivism, initially conceived as a faith, to which destiny Dr Donaldson unequivocally returns it. Today, Dr Donaldson seeks to speak on behalf of managers such as St Simon once sought to speak on behalf of the industrialists of his day. And he speaks from within a similar Positive Philosophy. Furthermore, like the good Dr Pangloss he too seeks 'the best of all possible worlds', mounting a crusade to save managers not from the infidels without but those within the contemporary Church of the Latter Day Organisation Theorists in a glorious, modern Reformation.
Some moral philosophers not only don their spectacles to seek the best of all possible worlds, as did Dr Pangloss. Some adopt weapons with which to engage those worlds that are less than perfect. (The lance of Don Quixote, vigorously seeking out foes at whom to tilt, comes to mind.) Our modern moral philosopher, having donned his spectacles does not have to search too far to find the best of all possible worlds as he already lives in it-the light of pure reason emanates from its source in the world of Strutcontingencia, 2 and bathed in its positive illumination our Don has no trepidation in venturing forth, armed and extremely dangerous, into the worst of all possible worldsthose untouched by reason, those which have turned their back on the truth sought in Strutcontingencia. 3 All happy worlds are alike, bathed in the pure reason rumoured to flow like a crystal stream from the fabled municipal font in Astonia, capital of Strutcontingencia. (Believe me, for I too drank at this font.) But each unhappy world while unique in its misery, its irrationality, its darkness shares one feature-they are populated by scheming self-interested storytellers who tell tales not for the general enlightenment but for their own profit! Each seeks to make their tale as different as can be from the tellers of tales in the next world. None seeks to make of all the tales one story, one truth, one way.
It wasn't always like this one: once, before the Fall, 'Prior to the contemporary period of intellectual fragmentation, there was a unifying theoretical paradigm in US organizational structure theory, and this was structural contingency theory ' (p. 2) . 4 Welcome to the world of Strutcontingencia where managers were men of respect and men of reason, men of goodwill, 'acting rationally on behalf of the organization', as Donaldson (p. 12) puts it. I have heard some of the old men say that it was 2. Strutcontingencia is the name that I have given to the possible world produced by Donaldson's Structural Contingency Theory. The conceit of naming the possible worlds as such is mine, not Professor Donaldson's. 3. The horrors that await our hero in these vile places exceed in awfulness even those which he found lurking in the various citadels of Britorgtheoria, otherwise known as British Organisation Theory. Here, on an earlier foray were encountered those temples of doom associated with Strategichoicia, Actionia, Paradigmania, and Rotomania. [These original sites of wrong-headedness found in Britorgtheoria were, respectively, Strategic Choice Theory, Action Theory, and the Paradigmatic approaches developed by Burrell and Morgan. There were other calumnies in the earlier excursion, including some US errors, and the present reviewer, but these were the main targets of ire in the earlier and now, seemingly, relentless, search for error. The occasion of this earlier visit was Lex Donaldson's (1985) In Defence of Organization Theory: A Reply to the Critics.] 4. It was ever thus: once our ancestors were fortunate enough to dwell in a veritable Eden, in the best of all possible worlds, but the snake oil merchants came along, seducing the tale-tellers by poisoning the atmosphere with politics. Before the Fall there was truth, a past that can function now only as fable and myth.
bliss to be alive in those fabled days, building the foundations of Strutcontingencia, doing the work of enlightenment from an ill-lit basement.
Here the mysteries of the organisational universe were unravelled and connections made with other pioneers who had glimpsed the way to truth. They were many and they were honourable, as was their work, and they should be honoured, as Donaldson does. But it seems that their greatest honour was less the work that they did and more the space that they opened up for further work-for SARFIT. What, one may ask, is SARFIT? The emergent enterprise SARFIT was to be designed in prototype, and then refined, in somewhat more comfortable circumstances than the ill-lit basement, in a far flung colonial outpost of Strutcontingencia, far from Astonia. SARFIT is the name that Donaldson gives to the program that he espouses as the reason of, and for, modern organisation theory: Structural Adjustment to Regain Fit. Very briefly, all organisations have a number of contingencies that they must deal with. They align their structural design on these contingencies. But contingencies change, and then managers must adapt to regain fit. Strutcontingencia approaches are highly refined around cross-sectional analysis-hence, while timeless in their appeal, their motionlessness renders managers liable to error-and that is why they need to do a SARFIT every now and then. It is a practical result of the theoretical design:
The main inefficiency that occurred within this scenario was the performance lost while the organization was in misfit between the old structure and the new value of the contingency factor. This time lag was seen in part as arising from incomplete knowledge by management, so that it became aware of the need for structural change only after some time in misfit. The utility of structural contingency research was in identifying which structures were required to fit with each contingency so that, through education, managers would be better informed and make faster, more certain structural adaptations as part of their strategic change programmes, thus minimizing misfit and maximizing performance (pp. 12-13).
Donaldson definitely sees this as the theoretical world that we have lost. How do we get back to the garden of Strutcontingencia where no weed flourishes, where only the seeds of enlightenment flower, where research can focus on the strategies that enable managers to SARFIT, and thus feed useful knowledge? First, we need to find where we lost the way.
The rot 5 set in during the late sixties, according to the Don:
In society at large there was growing support for a counter culture. In universities this led to moves to overthrow existing paradigms … In sociology, and, by extension, organizational sociology, there was growing adherence to the view of organizations as being constructed by human beings and as serving the interests of some people more than other people, as being the subject of conflict, of political action, and as being built upon and sustaining power relations … as 5. It was Gibson Burrell who first coined the acronym ROT-for Radical Organisation Theory. Well ROT it was but rot it shall be in this essay. And the term will be used generically to refer to anything that Professor Donaldson finds troublesome, disagreeable and just plain wrong.
places where elites dominated other members and where organizations colluded with other organizations to maintain domination in society … The core theory of organizations shifted its emphasis from the functionality of structures to seeing structures as political. Managers were no longer seen as builders of functionalist strategies and structures in the Chandlerian manner (p. 15).
The rot spread, 'a new generation of theories of organizations was spawned, differing among themselves but reflecting a common origin in the political model of organizations ' (pp. 15-16) . Bravely, his theoretical lance steady and anointed with the wrath of righteous indignation, Dr Donaldson strikes terror into these alien worlds of Popecolia, Institutionalia, Resdependencia, Agencia and Transactionaria, the bastions of factional rot. 6 Think of these as the towering windmills of United States organisation theory, dotted like monuments across the country's campuses, creating theoretical energy as the prevailing climate blows their sails hither and thither. The captains of Popecolia even gained ascendancy in the temple of temples, the Administrative Science Quarterly for a while. What mischief they wrought there! What danger to young minds made more impressionable by the symptoms of tenure, a condition that leads to a morbid fascination with the prospects of perishing. Only one cure is known for it-to publish-but to venture to publish, in these reprehensible days after the Fall, is often not so much to seek enlightenment as to curry favour. What brings favour in Popecolia?
Popecolia names its capital Darwin, rather as do the Territorians of the far-flung colony in which the Don labours. But there the resemblance ends. No tropical paradise, this Darwin, but a land of eternal struggle, of the survival of the fittest, of organisations colonising niche spaces, crowding out other organisations, whole species hanging on grimly for survival as they do only what they know what to do, imprinted on them in their early stages, while others perish, and new species are born, bringing with them that innovation so strongly resisted by the managers of the old species. What is wrong with this bleak prospect? It robs managers of respect. They do nothing new. They are one-trick ponies. One trick is all these ponies know. They do not dare 'to boldly go' with the good ship SARFIT where the enterprising Captain Don would take them. 'This leads to rigidities and to an internal social organizational structure in which powerful vested interests resist adaptive change' (p. 16). They are blind to the light of pure reason. The good ship SARFIT can but spread rational critique; regrettably it must leave them to their own devices, for they will not listen, they cannot hear, their heads are stuffed full of false learning, cabalistic numbers, and rituals of terrifying numeracy, even for a philosopher of enlightenment from Strutcontingencia.
What of Institutionalia? What of life here? Will one fare better in its capital of Cultura. Let us put the theoreticians in perspective. They work hard, toiling ceaselessly in the shadow of Hoover's last erection, the structure 6. These are the names that I have given to the other possible societies that Professor Donaldson encounters in his journey through US Anti-Organisation Theory. Organisation theorists should have no trouble in recognising them, and their capital cities. Respectively, these names stand for Population Ecology, Institutional Theory, Resource Dependence Theory, Agency Theory and Transaction Cost Analysis.
whose facade towers over them, providing them with a constant reminder of the vanity of politics. The more critical of them refer to this, knowingly, as a phallocentric symbol, one easily visible from the verdant lawns where occasionally they take their rest. They are much concerned with symbols in Cultura, but to Strutcontingencians, all their symbols are rotten in the cold light of reason. Rot has many forms-like the devil it is it has more than one guise. In Institutionalia it assumes the form not of ignorance of needed adaptation, as in Popecolia, but in a too ready tendency to adapt. This is not sincere adaptation however, which would be the case if they were SARFITTING, but adaptation that is insincere. The problem with Culturians is that they are so used to life in Institutionalia, in the park-lands of Palo Alto, that they project their own sense of West Coast chic, where what matters is the label rather than the fit, on to those organisations and managers they study. Here managers adapt all the time but they never really change. They spout forth whatever seems politically correct or professionally required but this is not sincere adaptation, where one fits in with 'task contingencies, but [instead one fits in] with the demands and expectations of the wider institutional environment stemming from cultural norms, standards set by professional bodies, requirements of funding agencies and so on' (p. 16). They have culture but its beauty is only skin deep; label consciousness is not the path to righteousness.
There is little that the good ship SARFIT can do for such folk as are found in Institutionalia: '[b]y complying, or by appearing to comply, through erecting a structure that is just a facade disconnected from how work is organized, the organization obtains approval, legitimacy and continuing support from powerful superordinate organizations and from society … Again the key exigency is really political rather than functional' (p. 16). Fashionable they may be, and privileged too, but they are not reasonable. The best of all possible worlds must be sought anew, as we clamber back into the SARFIT, to test it in battle once more, this time with the Resdependencians. It is a short flight, for they too share the kings highway of Palo Alto, and are found just across the road in the Stanford GSB, in the Pfefferdome.
It was nearly twenty years ago today that the band began to play the new tunes of Resdependencia. The chords seem old and tired now, but once they were young and fresh, like the freshman who composed them. The capital of Resdependencia, over which the Pfefferdome towers, is Resourceful. Here managers toil endlessly, seeking to be resourceful in the special ways that Resdependencia recognises. These Resdependencian theorists are less concerned with myth and ceremony than their near neighbours, the Culturians in Institutionalia. The life that they observe amongst managers is less fun, somewhat brutal, nasty and short here, in some ways rather like Popecolia. (Some paradigm warriors seem to have had no difficulty in trading places between the two. After residing for a while in one, they move to the other, and then sometimes elsewhere, always out and about but, I fear, never where they should be, which, of course, is smack dab in the middle of Strutcontingencia.) Whereas it is nature that is venal and cruel in Popecolia, here in Resdependencia it is (and do not be shocked, dear reader)-managers.
Managers in Resdependencia are not the happy and positive people who inhabit Strutcontingencia, but people who do naughty things to each other, to each others' organisations, and generally do not behave as well as they should or would had they been brought up properly on Structural Contingency Theory. These managers struggle to secure resources, comply with the wishes of strategic resource suppliers, become powerful because they monopolise the supply of that which is deemed strategic, and generally engage in all sorts of low-down and unprincipled political shenanigans that the good folk of Strutcontingencia would baulk at; they even interlock, merge, diversify, collude, and manipulate. You would not believe how bad they can be.
None of these possible worlds could reasonably be thought the best. Moreover, they deny the reality of the other worlds, especially the world we have lost. The inhabitants of these worlds won't talk to each other much, or at least the Don thinks that they don't (I'm not so sure about this), and they never look back at the continuities and sustenance they could receive from the true books, the good books, that we can find lovingly preserved, still toiled over and read, indeed, still reproduced, in Strutcontingencia. 'The old structural contingency theory with its supposedly erroneous adaptive functionalist base-assumptions is to be swept away and replaced by a more adequate political model of the organization struggling to wrest resources from its environment' (p. 17). Let it be, let it rot! Rot is not only left wing, however. Reason is assailed on all sides. There is right wing rot as well, hatched in the snowy redoubts of the East Coast citadels of Chicago and Yale, comprising the territories of Agencia and Transactionaria. These are chilly places indeed. Little warmth of human kindness courses through the veins of the inhabitants of these places. Managers here are like truculent Servants who cannot be trusted and must be disciplined by their Masters. Never mind, the theorists of Agencia and Transactionaria are redoubtable people, raised on the science fictions so popular in their joint, but contested, capital of Economania; stories that always begin with the incantation to picture a possible world in which there is no society, just individuals bartering, trucking and trading one with the other, happy as invisible hands steer them about their course, preventing collision, conflict and collusion. 7 Economanians are very important people-as are all of the inhabitants of Economania. I have heard them say so, anyway. They tend to look down on the members of the Church of the Latter Day Organisation Theorists, whichever tendency they profess. Their own church is reputed to be much more High Church than others-if one doesn't follow the formulae and the prescribed rites there is little room for one. Strict conformance or out one goes.
7. Dear reader, you must know these stories-they have always been very popular with the politicians in Economania, the Economaniacs, as they call them there. Dry folk, afraid of the wets, they tell me. Perhaps this is because so many of them live in Thatcher houses, which some of my friends tell me are of unsound design. I only ever lived in a Thatcher house when it was near its very end, and a very shaky and rather eccentric design it seemed to be. Some of my other friends in the drier parts of Economania tell me that the rot set in there because wets still remained in the closet. I wouldn't know-I have always found Economania a rather dull place, although some of its politicians, simple folk that they are, were rather colourful.
Economania has a small, and rather shabby district, where you will find the Transactarians and Agencians toiling away. They are not really regarded as doing the purest, or the best kind of work, and so they are somewhat marginal for this reason. But, they are well paid-they are Economanians, after all. And they do very valuable work, even if it is not as pure as it might be.
Agency and transaction cost theories share the common concern of theorizing dishonesty and cheating by managers. In agency theory this is conceived of as managers as agents pursuing self-interest to the detriment of the owners or principals of the companies, such as shareholders, thus creating 'residual loss' … Principals will seek to curb residual loss by monitoring and sanctioning managers through installing control systems and incentive schemes. An important type of control system is a powerful board of directors that is independent of management, being composed of outsiders who control the executives on behalf of the shareholders … where effective schemes of monitoring and sanctioning or of bonding are absent, managers will cheat the owners through excessive salaries, benefits, perquisites and on-the-job leisure, and in other subtler ways such as corporate diversification or risk aversion … In transaction cost theory such problems are discussed as market failure (pp. 21-22).
Market failures are an offence against the nature of Economania. Moreover, the growth of the huge bureaucracies that market failure encourages leads to 'a loss of control of lower-and middle-level personnel by top management; this allows middle management to indulge their personal interests through empire-building and sacrifices organizational performance' (p. 22). Hence, the need for tight controls through M-form corporations with multidivisional structures, multiple profit centres, and strict financial controls. Where markets fail, managers will cheat (transact with guile) unless disciplined by hierarchies that ensure that they do not. Despite the fact that Williamson, the high-priest of Transactionaria, believes that efficiency explains everything that power attempts to do, and explains it better, our enlightenment philosopher paints him as another case of someone seduced by power. (Which, under the circumstances, is peculiar.) The ways in which both Agencians and Transactionarians are seduced by politics and power differ markedly from the left-wing rotters, but the effects are the same. Rot is rot whether it comes from the left or the right. The rot of the Economaniacs is in some ways the more dangerous, however. Behind them are vast battalions of other Economanians, occupying prestigious chairs in prestigious seats of learning. (Also, there are their patrons in the political parties, the Economanians, controlling political patronage and largesse that other Rotters rarely receive.) Economanians, believe it or not, are even more down on managers than are the inhabitants of Popecolia, Institutionalia and Resdependencia:
… managers are, unless curbed, deliberate cheats, idlers, liars, and not to be trusted … the model of managers in organizational economics is even blacker than that in the three newer organizational sociological theories … Since organizational economics has come to prominence in US organization theory more latterly, this means that the model of managers in US organization theory is becoming progressively bleaker. In organizational economics the anti-management tendency within academic theory reaches its current apogee (p. 25).
To make the point clear for those who may have missed the moral of this inspiring tale, a table on page 26 represents all the positives of Structural Contingency Theory to be found in Strutcontingencia, against the increasing array of negatives to be found in the other possible worlds that our latter-day Pangloss visits.
One strength of this extraordinary Panglossian search for Reason is that the results are spelt out very clearly in the book. It would be correct to say, however, that while the desire to search is Panglossian, the actual journey through the paradigms that the search produces is more Quixotic, because the paradigms are, in the way that Donaldson's (1985) earlier attempt at moral philosophy made clear, never to be treated as anything other than foils for positions already secured. Literally, figurative windmills comprise the bulk of the book. The critiques are variable, some useful points are made, but too many straw people are erected with insufficient regard for the positive and admirable qualities that might be found in each paradigm. We will pass over them rapidly. When you already live in the best of all possible theoretical worlds and you know it, I suppose that it makes you intolerant of all those fools who don't live there with you. In this case, this is the vast majority of the entire membership of the organisation theory fraternity, most of whom emerge from this book as knaves and dupes who would be far better doing what Strutcontingencians do. Which is to say, what Dr Donaldson does.
All moral philosophy provides a lesson, otherwise it is pointless. Two types of lessons emerge from this book: the explicit and the implicit. First, let us enumerate the explicit moral lessons:
1. Renounce error and seek redemption through good works; or stop what you're doing, and start doing Structural Contingency Theory instead. This is so unlikely as to be a joke-very few intellectuals, and management theorists are practical intellectuals, like it or not, willingly divest or disinvest their intellectual capital. We all have investments and we need to make a return on these to make a living.
Not only is this a joke-even granted that there might be a rational kernel, the task is not as urgent as Dr Donaldson suggests. There is a simple reason for this. One of Dr Donaldson's making. The hermetic incommensurability that he makes of the separate paradigms is in part an effect of his own rhetorical, and moral, practices. 8 Proliferation is no bad thing if there is conversation between the positions-unfortunately, the winner takes all strategy that American Anti-Management Theories of Organization proposes is not, I fear, best calculated to start many productive conversations across battle lines so fiercely drawn.
8. Hence, his critique of 'paradigm proliferation' shares much in common with the earlier bête noir of organisation theory that he found in Gibson Burrell and Gareth Morgan's (1979) (Actually, my own experience as a journal editor and board member for many journals is that it is rare that any single criterion comes into play in either accepting or rejecting papers, and that editors rarely choose to do this unilaterally anyway-they function more as a means for condensing the advice that they receive from reviewers and transmit transparently to potential contributors, and these rarely cohere on the value basis of their judgments, even where the outcomes recommended may be the same. Reviewers tend to be pluralistic rather than hegemonic, in my experience.)
These are the explicit lessons and they are all, with perhaps the exception of the first, which contradicts the third, good lessons. There are, however, three further implicit lessons that emerge from this contradiction. The first is simple. Donaldson's view of management is systematically distorted by the rose-coloured spectacles through which he views Strutcontingencia. Consequently, he sees a mythical land relatively free of conflict and politics, where professional managers toil happily, busily SARFITTING when needs be, approximating to the very model of a modern manager. Of course, this view, which is somewhat deficient in realism, is about as one-dimensional as the other representations that one encounters in the book, because, like his production of them, they all serve a profoundly moral purpose: the project is one of the professionalisation of management as a social, occupational and knowledge community. At the same time it uses the project to valorise Donaldsonian intellectual capital, by rubbishing all comers, and engaging with them principally on terms constituted from behind the rosecoloured spectacles, rather than in terms of their own discourse.
The corollary of this is not that one should take an acritical stance towards these other positions, or simply accept that they are paradigmatically incommensurable, and thus plural. There are elements of unrealism in all the positions surveyed. Some of them are distinctly unhelpful to managers-but, so too, is the assumption that management is somehow separate from politics, or that positions that suggest their mutual implication are somehow, a priori, in error, and less than useful. And, there is something unwholesome about a position that advocates a political project so earnestly, so passionately, so morally, while simultaneously claiming to be above that sort of thing, and damning others for doing just that. Once upon a time one might have been tempted to call it bad faith.
The second implicit lesson follows from the first. It has to do with the relation between theory and practice. Donaldson's conception regards theory as diagnostic towards the organisational patient. This only works as an orientation if one accepts at the outset the fiction that the organic entity entails-that there is a single body corporate whose health, pulse and measure can be taken and prescribed. The moral and legitimate authority of the Doctor should see to the rest, the patient having a self-interest in the cure. If only it were that simple! The analogy works only if one begins from the organicist assumptions as a theoretical a priori. But it is incorrect to do this-rather, one should regard organicism as a possible state of being, or non-being, and, if interested in it, investigate those factors that are corollaries of it and those that are counter-factual to its existence. Organisational politics undoubtedly are. They cannot be wished away, except in the best of all possible theoretical worlds, a world that does not exist in reality. Hence they are a suitable case for treatment by any organisation theory attuned to the real world of management and organisations, and realist in its assumptions. A part of this realism will be having a less inflated and less simplistic conception of the role of organisation theorists, one that grants more relative autonomy both to managers and to organisation theorists.
The third implicit lesson follows from the first. I shall now draw it myself, but allow Steven Lukes ' (1995, pp. 2,659-2,660 ) Professor Caritat to draw it for me: … whenever we pursue one ideal, it is disastrous to lose sight of all the others. Doing that is fanaticism. All the countries I have so far visited are run by fanatics with tunnel vision, fanatics obsessed with a single overriding, all-consuming conception of what gives value to life. They all know the best of all possible worlds must be theirs. They and their fellow citizens are all victims of the same illusion… One thing I have learnt is that whenever people assure me that my mission is over, I know my journey must continue. Another thing I have noticed is that almost everyone I have met so far seems to have stopped learning. They seem as if trapped in their language and their world and quite closed to one another's. Without meaning to, they have taught me to think again about how to recognize the enemies of an open society.
I am sure that you remember the fable of the peasant who on his death-bed tells his sons there is a treasure buried in the garden. The old man dies and the sons dig everywhere but do not find it. There is no treasure, but their labour improves the soil and secures their well-being. In cultivating their garden, they tend its existing roots and attend to the flourishing of its luxuriant vegetation. But can it all flourish equally? An unweeded garden grows to seed; yet since the Enlightenment we know that there is no basis in reason or nature for treating some plants as weeds.
I can think of no better verdict on the curious enlightenment of Professor Donaldson and the resoundingly negative journey that it describes.
